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 ruDiscography can be download or stream on Naive Music Player. You can download or stream on streaming media player like
Spotify, Deezer, MOG, SoundCloud, Okyou etc... and many other music streaming services such as Apple Music or Amazon
Music. Please read FAQ. Artist Info Bio: Michael Learns To Rock (MTR), founded in London in 1986, is a pop/rock band
which also embraces Euro-techno in its music. They have seven gold and platinum albums, including the double platinum

"Joust" with lead singer Jani Halttu. In 2001, they changed their name from "Michael Learns To Rock" to "Michael Learns To
Rock", a name which continues to be used today. All the hits of the band had a strong emphasis on lyrics. Michael also had a
great talent as a singer. MTR - the Swedish version of the band - had the same line up as the English one. However, the music
has been substantially influenced by their neighbours, Finland. Their song "On With the Show" is still used by Nokia for their

commercials today. Michael learned to play the drums with classmate Jennie, and started recording with the band Cold Steel. It
was formed in 1986. The band started to play in different places like Kaarina, Kajaani and Seinäjoki, while they also performed

in different places in Helsinki. Around 1991, former Cold Steel member and guitarist Timo Häyrynen joined the band. MTR
was one of the first bands to use the Internet in marketing their concerts, music videos and contests, and a very early pioneer of

digital downloading, with VHS recordings of the concerts being issued soon after the shows, and pre-orders being handled
online. They also were one of the first bands to reach several million records sold, with "Out of the Frying Pan" being their first

album to sell over one million copies. "Out of the Frying Pan" was released in 1991 and remained the band's highest selling
album, reaching 2x platinum status in the UK. In 1993, "The Modern Day Cowboy" was released and reached gold status in just

two months. In 1995, Jani Halttu was replaced by Jani Hyvönen in the role of lead vocalist and the same line up as in the past
was continued. "The Modern Day Cowboy" became the first MTR album to reach platinum status in the UK. In 82157476af
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